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Abstract

This paper is devoted to the pricing of Barrier options by optimal quadratic quantization
method. From a known useful representation of the premium ofbarrier options one deduces an
algorithm similar to one used to estimate nonlinear filter using quadratic optimal functional quan-
tization. Some numerical tests are fulfilled in the Black-Scholes model and in a local volatility
model and a comparison to the so called Brownian Bridge method is also done.

1 Introduction

Consider a fixed time horizonT , which will be typically the maturity of the option in a financial
model, and let(Ω,F , P) be a probability space (modeling the randomness of the market) with a
filtration F = {Ft, 1 ≤ t ≤ T} satisfying the usual requirements. The probabilityP is supposed to
be the probability in the ’real world’ in opposite to the riskneutral probability.

Consider that the stock price process(Xt)t∈[0.T ] satisfies the following time homogenous stochastic
differential equation (SDE)

dXt = b(Xt)dt + σ(Xt)dWt, X0 = x ∈ R, (1.1)

where (Wt)t∈[0,T ] denotes a one-dimensional Brownian motion defined on the probability space
(Ω,F , P); b : R → R and σ : R → R are continuous functions satisfying the global Lipschitz
and linear growth conditions:

|b(x) − b(y)| + |σ(x) − σ(y)| ≤ C|x − y| (1.2)

and
|b(x)| + |σ(x)| ≤ C(1 + |x|), (1.3)

for everyt ∈ [0, T ] and for everyx, y ∈ R. The filtration considered here is the natural filtration of
the brownian motion completed by theP-null sets.

It is known that under the above assumptions on the coefficients of the diffusion there exists a unique
strong solution for the SDE (see e.g. [9, 13]). The uniqueness of the solution is ensured by the global
Lipschitz assumption(1.2) whereas the linear growth assumption(1.3) guaranties that this solution
do not explode (see [13] for more details).

∗E-mail: abass.sagna@gmail.com. This research is supported by the “Chaire Risque de Crédit” of the French Banking
Federation.
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The first workable model for ’rational’ market pricing of traded options have been proposed by
Black-Scholes in1973 and extended by Merton in the same year. In the Black-Scholesmodel the
economics consists on two assets: the stock price with dynamics as the previous SDE withb(t, x) :=
µx andσ(t, x) := σx, and a zero-coupon bound of constant interest rater and maturityT .

Moreover, we know that under arbitrage free and completeness assumptions, the discounted price
at time t of any European contingent claim is uniquely determined andis the expectation, under a
probability P̃ called risk neutral probability, of its discounted payoff (a functional of the price process
(Xt)t∈[0,T ] which may depend on all the trajectory of the process), givenall the information available
up to timet. If Vt is the value of the option a timet and ifh denotes the payoff at the maturity, then

Vt = e−r(T−t)
E(h|Ft),

whereE is the expectation under̃P, so that the price at time0 is

V0 = e−rT
E(h). (1.4)

Our aim in this work is to estimate such an expectation for a class of path-dependent payoffs: barrier
options, by optimal quantization method. We consider here aclass of exotic options whose payoff
depend on both the value of the underlying asset at the maturity and its maximum or its minimum
over [0, T ]. This means, payoffsh of the form

h = F (XT , sup
t∈[0,T ]

Xt) or h = F (XT , inf
t∈[0,T ]

Xt).

When the payoff can be decomposed as

h = ϕ(XT )1{supt∈[0.T ] Xt∈I} or ϕ(XT )1{inft∈[0.T ] Xt∈I}

whereI is an unbounded interval ofR, one speaks about barrier options. This last class is a particular
case of payoffs of the form

h = ϕ(XT )1{τD(X)>T},

where τD(X) is the exit time of a domainD ⊂ R
d by a d-dimensional underlying assetX =

(X1, . . . ,Xd).
Here are some useful definitions.

Definition. The option is said to be an up-and-out option if it knocks out when the price of its under-
lying asset crosses a specified value. It is said a down-and-out option if it has barrier below the initial
asset price and knocks out if the underlying asset price falls below the barrier.

The payoff of an up-and-out call expiring at timeT , with strike priceK and up-and-out barrierL is
given by :

(XT − K)+1{ sup
t∈[0.T ]

Xt≤L}

and the payoff of a down-and-out call barrier option with maturity T , strikeK and barrierL is given
by

(XT − K)+1{ inf
t∈[0.T ]

Xt≥L}.

The payoff of put options are defined similarly with(K − XT )+ in place of(XT − K)+.
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Note that closed formulas are available for the price of suchoptions in the Black-Scholes framework,
see [3]. But this no longer holds when we move out from the Black-Scholes framework. So that
we are led to estimate the prices by some numerical procedures. One of the used methods is the
regular Brownian bridge method (see e.g. [1]). It provides approximation formulae of the price
of barrier options using diffusion bridge methods. This leads to useful forms to approximate these
prices from recursive formulas (already pointed out in [19]) similar to an algorithm used in [15] to
estimate nonlinear filter by optimal quantization method. One difference of our setting with respect
to the one of [15] is that our algorithm involves non-regularfunctions. Furthermore, if we consider
local volatility model in the previous setting, one way of processing the algorithm is to use Lloyd’s
algorithm (or stochastic algorithms) to compute the optimal grids and the transition probabilities. But,
because of the irregularity of functions appearing in our context, one must increase the grid sizes of
the marginal quantization of the price process to obtain good approximations of the prices. It is clear
that this will be very time consuming to use Lloyd’s algorithm to compute grids sizes, and, this also
depends to the parameters of the model. Moreover, the marginal quantized process is not a Markov
chain and, for numerics, it is forced to satisfy the Markov property.

In this work, we propose a procedure based on (quadratic) marginal functional quantization method.
It consists first in considering the ordinary differential equation (ODE) resulting to the substitution of
the Brownian motion appearing in the dynamics of the price process (1.1) by one quadratic quanti-
zation of the Brownian motion. Then, constructing some “good” marginal quantization of the price
process based on the solution of the previous ODE’s, we show how to estimate the premium of barrier
options from a recursive formula similar to an algorithm used to estimate nonlinear filter using optimal
quantization method. Note that by construction, the marginal quantized discrete process is a Markov
chain. Furthermore, because this procedure is based on the quantization of the Brownian motion, it
does not depend on model parameters and price estimates are obtained in few seconds (at most in 6
seconds and sometimes instantaneously, for considered examples). Numerical simulations are per-
formed in the Black-Scholes model and in the local volatility model called a pseudo CEV model. A
comparison with the Regular Brownian Bridge method show that the former method may some times
be faster and competitive with respect to the last one.

The paper is organized as follow. Since in a general setting,the estimation of the prices requires
paths discretization of the process, we will recall in Section 2 the Euler scheme and some relevant
convergence rate. Then, we will see in Section 3 how to derivethe price estimates from (continuous)
Euler scheme. The obtained formulas are well known and are moreover in a useful form to apply an
algorithm similar to that used in nonlinear filtering estimation via optimal quantization. The algorithm
and the relevant error are given in Section 4. This algorithminvolves the marginal quantization of
the stock price process and, in Section 5, we show how to construct such a process from a basic
construction of functional quantization of a diffusion process. We end by some numerical experiments
where we compare our method with the regular Brownian bridgemethod in the Black-Scholes model
and in the pseudo CEV model.

2 Euler Scheme

Consider a one-dimensional Brownian diffusion process(Xt)t∈[0,T ], solution of the following stochas-
tic differential equation

dXt = b(Xt)dt + σ(Xt)dWt, X0 = x ∈ R (2.1)
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whereb : R → R, σ : R → R are continuous functions satisfying conditions (1.2), (1.3) and
(Wt)t∈[0,T ] denotes a one-dimensional Brownian motion defined on(Ω,F , P).

Let us divide the set[0, T ] into n subsets of lengthT/n and set for everyk = 0, . . . , n, tk = kT
n .

The stepwise constant Euler scheme is defined by

X̃tk+1
= X̃tk + b(X̃tk)

T

n
+ σ(X̃tk )

√
T

n
Zk+1, X̃0 = x, k = 0, . . . , n − 1 (2.2)

where(Zk)1≤k≤n is a sequence ofi.i.d random variables distributed asN (0; 1).
For everyt ∈ [0, T ], sett = tk if t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k = 0, . . . , n − 1. A natural extension of the

discrete Euler scheme is the continuous Euler scheme definedfor everyt ∈ [0, T ] by

X̄t = X̄t + b(X̄t)(t − t) + σ(X̄t)(Wt − Wt), X̄0 = x

which satisfies the SDE

X̄t = x +

∫ t

0
b(X̄s)ds +

∫ t

0
σ(X̄s)dWs.

The above paths discretization methods generate some errors which estimates are given in the follow-
ing results (see e.g []).

⊲ Strong error rate.Assumeb andσ satisfy for everyα ∈ (0, 1),

∀t ∈ [0, T ],∀y, z ∈ R
d, |b(s, y) − b(t, z)| ≤ C(|t − s|α + |y − z|). (2.3)

Then,
(a) for everyp > 0, for everyn ≥ 1,

‖ sup
t∈[0,T ]

|Xt − X̄t|‖p ≤ Cb,σ,p eTCb,σ,p(1 + |x|)
(

T

n

) 1
2
∧α

;

(b) for everyp > 0, for everyn ≥ 1,

‖ sup
t∈[0,T ]

|Xt − X̃t|‖p ≤ Cb,σ,p eTCb,σ,p(1 + |x|)
√

log(n)

n
.

⊲ Weak error.We recall some weak error estimates for path-dependent options (we refer e.g. [7] for
the proofs). Let

D([0, T ], Rd) :=
{

ξ : [0, T ] → R
d, càdlàg

}
.

If F : D([0, T ], Rd) → R is a Lipschitz functional for the sup norm, that is,

|F (ξ) − F (ξ′)| ≤ CF sup
t∈[0,T ]

|ξ(t) − ξ′(t)|

then ∣∣EF ((Xt)t∈[0,T ]) − EF ((X̄t)t∈[0,T ])
∣∣ ≤ C√

n
(2.4)

and
∣∣EF ((Xt)t∈[0,T ]) − EF ((X̃t)t∈[0,T ])

∣∣ ≤ C

√
log n

n
. (2.5)
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On the other hand, if a domainD has a smooth enough boundary,b, σ ∈ C3(R) andσ uniformly
elliptic on D : ∃σ0 > 0, ∀x ∈ R σ2(x) ≥ σ2

0 , then, for every bounded measurable functionf
satisfyingd(supp(f), ∂D) ≥ 2ε > 0,

E(f(X̄)1{τ(X̄)>T}) − E(f(X)1{τ(X)>T}) = Cn−1 + o(n−1)

and
E(f(X̃)1{τ(X̃)>T}) − E(f(X)1{τ(X)>T}) = O(n−1/2)

wheren is the number of discretization steps andτ(Y ) is the exit time of the processY from the open
setD, i.e

τ(Y ) = inf{t ∈ [0, T ], Yt ∈ Dc}.
Then the convergence rate is of ordern−1 for the continuous Euler scheme and of ordern−1/2 for the
discrete one.

3 Approximation of knock out option prices using diffusion bridge

According to the convergence rate for the continuous Euler scheme we would like to estimate the price
of path-dependent options by replacing the asset price process(Xt)t∈[0,T ] by its continuous Euler
process(X̄)t∈[0,T ] in (1.4). Then, given values of the process(X̄t) at discrete timestk, k = 0, . . . , n,
one deduces formulas integrating the useful information which is the probability that the barrier is not
knocked over the time interval[0, T ]. Remark that this information is lost when replacingX by the
discrete Euler process̃X in (1.4) because we do not known if whether or not the barrier is knocked
between time intervals(tk, tk+1), k = 0, . . . , n − 1. But, integrating this information in the former
case requires the knowledge of the distributions of the maximum and the minimum of the continuous
Euler process(X̄t) over the time interval[0, T ], given its values at the discrete time observationstk.

Proposition 3.1. We have

L( max
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t|X̄tk = xk, k = 0, . . . , n) = L( max
k=0,...,n−1

G−1
xk,xk+1

(Uk)) (3.1)

and
L( min

t∈[0,T ]
X̄t|X̄tk = xk, k = 0, . . . , n) = L( min

k=0,...,n−1
F−1

xk ,xk+1
(Uk)) (3.2)

where(Uk)k=0,...,n−1 are i.i.d random variables uniformly distributed over the unit interval, G−1
x,y

andF−1
x,y are the inverse functions of the conditional distribution functionsGx,y andFx,y defined by

Gx,y(u) =

(
1 − e

−2n (x−u)(y−u)

Tσ2(x)

)
1{u≥max(x,y)}

and

Fx,y(u) = 1 −
(

1 − e
−2n (x−u)(y−u)

Tσ2(x)

)
1{u≤min(x,y)}.

This result is proved using the independence property of theprocesses(X̄t)t∈[tk ,tk+1], for k =
0, . . . , n − 1, given theX̄tk = xk, and the knowledge of the distribution of the supremum (and the
infimum) of brownian bridge diffusion over time intervals(tk, tk+1), with end pointsxk andxk+1.

From the above proposition we deduce general formulas making a connexion between the expecta-
tion of a functional of both the terminal valuēXT of the process(X̄t) and its maximum (or the min-
imum) over the time interval[0, T ]. From now on we make the abuse of notationX̄k := X̄tk , ∀k ∈
{0, . . . , n}.
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Proposition 3.2. (a) Let f be a real-valued non negative function defined onR
2
+ such thatf(x, ·) is

a nonnegative function satisfying

sup
x>0

Ef(x, max
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t) < +∞. (3.3)

Then

Ef(X̄T , max
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t) = Ef(X̄T , 0) + E

∫ +∞

0

(
1 −

n∏

k=1

GX̄k−1,X̄k
(z)

)
dzf(X̄T , z). (3.4)

Likewise if
sup
x>0

Ef(x, min
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t) < +∞)

then

Ef(X̄T , min
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t ∨ 0) = Ef(X̄T , 0) + E

∫ +∞

0

(
n∏

k=1

(
1 − FX̄k−1,X̄k

(z)
)
)

dzf(X̄T , z). (3.5)

(b) If furthermoref∞(x) := lim
y→+∞

f(x, y) < +∞ for everyx > 0. Then

Ef(X̄T , max
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t) = Ef∞(X̄T ) − E

∫ +∞

0

(
n∏

k=1

GX̄k−1,X̄k
(z)

)
dzf(X̄T , z) (3.6)

and

Ef(X̄T , min
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t ∨ 0) = Ef∞(X̄T ) − E

∫ +∞

0

(
1 −

n∏

k=1

(
1 − FX̄k−1,X̄k

(z)
)
)

dzf(X̄T , z). (3.7)

This proposition follows from the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. (a) LetZ be a positive random variable and letg be a nonnegative function with finite
variation (on compact sets) such that

E

(∫

]0,Z]
|dg|
)

< +∞. (3.8)

Then

Eg(Z) = g(0) +

∫

(0,+∞)
P(Z ≥ z) dg(z). (3.9)

(b) If furthermoreg∞ := lim
x→+∞

g(x) < +∞ then

Eg(Z) = g∞ −
∫

(0,+∞)
P(Z < z) dg(z). (3.10)
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Proof. (a) We have

g(Z) = g(0) +

∫

]0,Z]
dg(u).

It follows that

Eg(Z) = g(0) + E

∫

]0,Z]
dg(u)

= g(0) +

∫

(0,+∞)
P(Z ≥ z) dg(z),

the last inequality coming from Fubini’s theorem; which canbe applied owing to assumption(3.8).

(b) Just use the fact thatP(Z ≥ u) = 1 − P(Z < u).

Now we are in position to prove Proposition3.2.

Proof of Proposition 3.2. (b) One deduces from(3.1) that

E
(
f(xn, max

t∈[0,T ]
X̄t)
∣∣X̄k = xk, k = 0, . . . , n

)
= E

(
f(xn, max

0≤k≤n−1
G−1

xk ,xk+1
(Uk))

)

whereG−1
x,y and theUk are defined like in(3.1). Then, applying Lemma3.1 (b) to the function

g(z) = f(xn, z) gives

E
(
f(xn, max

0≤k≤n−1
G−1

xk ,xk+1
(Uk))

)
= f∞(xn) −

∫ +∞

0
P( max

0≤k≤n−1
G−1

xk,xk+1
(Uk) ≤ z)dzf(xn, z)

= f∞(xn) −
∫ +∞

0

(
n−1∏

k=0

P(Uk ≤ Gxk,xk+1
(z))

)
dzf(xn, z)

= f∞(xn) −
∫ +∞

0

(
n−1∏

k=0

Gxk ,xk+1
(z))

)
dzf(xn, z).

Consequently

Ef(X̄T , max
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t) = E
(
E
(
f(X̄T , max

t∈[0,T ]
X̄t)
∣∣X̄k = xk, k = 0, . . . , n

))

= Ef∞(X̄T ) − E

∫ +∞

0

(
n∏

k=1

GX̄k−1,X̄k
(z)

)
dzf(X̄T , z).

The formula relative to the minimum is proved likewise by using (3.2) in place of(3.1).

(a) is proved like(b) by using Lemma3.1 (a) instead of Lemma3.1 (b).

Proposition3.2 allows us to rewrite the estimates of the premiums of some usual exotic options (in
particular barrier options) in a useful form in view of the optimal quantization approximation method
as well as of Monte Carlo simulation methods. Let us mention that the following representations of
the price estimates of Barrier options are well known even ifthe computational method used here to
derive them is a little different.
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Proposition 3.3. Letf(x) = (x − K)+ andg(x) = (K − x)+.

(a) The price of an up-and-out put option expiring at timeT with strikeK and up-and-out barrierL
is estimated by

P̄UB := e−rT
E
(
(K − X̄T )+1{ sup

t∈[0,T ]
X̄t≤L}

)
= e−rT

E

(
g(X̄T )

n∏

k=1

GX̄k−1,X̄k
(L)

)
. (3.11)

(b) The price of an up-and-out call option expiring at timeT with strikeK and up-and-out barrierL
can be approximated by

C̄UB := e−rT
E
(
(X̄T − K)+1{ sup

t∈[0,T ]
X̄t≤L}

)
= e−rT

E

(
f(X̄T )

n∏

k=1

GX̄k−1,X̄k
(L)

)
. (3.12)

(c) The price of an down-and-out put option expiring at timeT with strike K and down-and-out
barrier L can be approximated by

P̄OB := e−rT
E
(
(K − X̄T )+1{ inf

t∈[0,T ]
X̄t≥L}

)
= e−rT

E

(
g(X̄T )

n∏

k=1

(
1 − FX̄k−1,X̄k

(L)
)
)

. (3.13)

(d) The price of an down-and-out call option expiring at timeT with strikeK and up-and-out barrier
L is approximated by the following formula :

C̄OB := e−rT
E
(
(X̄T − K)+1{ inf

t∈[0,T ]
X̄t≥L}

)
= e−rT

E

(
f(X̄T )

n∏

k=1

(
1 − FX̄k−1,X̄k

(L)
)
)

. (3.14)

Note that the right hand side of Equations(3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) are obtained by re-conditioning.
Then, it follows from Jensen inequality that the corresponding variances are smaller than the variances
induced by the left hand side of the same equations.

Proof. (a) Let f(x) = (x − K)+, g(z) = 1{z≤L} and seth(x, z) = f(x)g(z). Then it follows from
(3.6) that

E
(
(X̄T − K)+1{ sup

t∈[0,T ]
X̄t≤L}

)
= Eh∞(X̄T ) − E

∫ +∞

0

(
f(X̄T )

n∏

k=1

GX̄k−1,X̄k
(z)

)
dg(z).

Now ∀x ≥ 0, h∞(x) = 0 anddg(z) = −δL(z). Then

CUB = e−rT
E

(
f(X̄T )

n∏

k=1

GX̄k−1,X̄k
(L)

)
.

The items(b), (c), (d) are proved in the same way as(a).

In the next section, we show how to estimate the previous prices by optimal quantization. We will
give first an approximating algorithm and then, the induced error. Since this algorithm involves the
quantization of the price process and its transition probabilities, we will point out how to construct a
functional quantization of the price process and how to estimate its transition probabilities.
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4 Estimation of the prices by marginal quantization

The aim of this section is to propose an algorithm based on optimal quantization to compute the path
dependent options pointed out in Section3. To this end we will approximate by optimal quantizations
some expressions of the form

V := E

(
f(X̄n)

n∏

k=1

gk(X̄k−1, X̄k)

)
(4.1)

wheref is a bounded measurable function onR
d taking values onR andgk(·, ·) a measurable function

onR
d×R

d which may depend on some real parameters like for Barrier options where it depends also
on the barrier.

4.1 The algorithm

We will mainly refer to [15], where numerical solving of nonlinear filtering with discrete-time obser-
vation have been performed by optimal quantization methods. The only change is that in our setting
we will drop the dependance on the noisy observations (i.e theYk’s following the notations in [15])
because our problem of interest here is not a filtering problem.

We define for anyk = 1, . . . , n, the bounded transition kernelHk by

Hkf(x) = E
(
f(X̄k)gk(x, X̄k)|X̄k−1 = x

)
=

∫
f(y)gk(x, y)Pk(x, dy) (4.2)

wherePk(x, ·) = L(X̄k = ·|X̄k−1 = x). For convenience, we set

H0f(x) = E(f(X̄0)) =

∫
f(x)µ(dx). (4.3)

Now for anyk ∈ {1, . . . , n} set

πkf = E
(
f(X̄k)

k∏

i=1

gk(X̄i−1, X̄i)
)
.

We have

πkf = E

(
E
(
f(X̄k)

k∏

i=1

gi(X̄i−1, X̄i)|Ftk−1

)
)

= E

(
E
(
f(X̄k)gk(X̄k−1, X̄k)|X̄k−1

) k−1∏

i=1

gi(X̄i−1, X̄i)

)

= E

(
Hk(f(X̄k−1))

k−1∏

i=1

gi(X̄i−1, X̄i)

)

It follows that
πkf = πk−1Hkf, k = 1, . . . , n (4.4)

so that
V = πnf = (H0 ◦ H1 ◦ · · · ◦ Hn)f. (4.5)
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Then, to estimateV we need to approximateπn. At this step, suppose that we have access to
the quantization(X̂)tk of the price process over the time stepstk, k = 0, . . . , n on gridsΓk =

{x1
k, . . . , x

Nk

k } of sizesNk, k = 0, . . . , n (see further on for facts about quantization).
Owing to equation(4.4) our aim is to estimate the price using an approximation of theprobability

transitionPk(xk, dxk+1) of X̄k+1 given X̄k. These probability transitions are approximated by the
probability transition matrix̂pk := (p̂ij

k ) of X̂k+1 givenX̂k:

p̂ij
k = P(X̂k = xj

k|X̂k−1 = xi
k−1); i = 1, . . . , Nk−1, j = 1, . . . , Nk. (4.6)

Then, following Equation(4.2), we estimate the transition kernel matrixHk by the quantized tran-
sition kernelĤk given by

Ĥk =

Nk∑

j=1

Ĥ ij
k δxi

k−1
, k = 1, . . . , n

where
Ĥ ij

k = gk(x
i
k−1, x

j
k)p̂

ij
k , i = 1, . . . , Nk−1, j = 1, . . . , Nk. (4.7)

Fork = 0, we set (owing to(4.3) and to the fact thatX0 = x0 is not random)

Ĥ0 = δx0.

We finally approximateπn by

π̂n = Ĥ0 ◦ Ĥ1 ◦ · · · ◦ Ĥn; (4.8)

which in turn can be computed by the forward induction

π̂0 = Ĥ0, π̂k = π̂k−1Ĥk, k = 1, . . . , n. (4.9)

It follows that the priceV = πnf may be estimated by summery

V̂ := π̂nf.

From the previous approach, we deduce the following estimations for options of interest using
optimal functional quantization method. Set in this scopef(x) := (x−K)+ andg(x) := (K − x)+.

⊲ Up-and-out options.According to the forgoing we estimate the price of an up-and-out put option
by

P̂UB := e−rT π̂ng

and the price of up-and-out call option is approximated by

ĈUB := e−rT π̂nf

whereπ̂n is defined as in(4.8) with the associated transition kernel

Ĥ ij
k = G

xi
k−1,xj

k

(L)p̂ij
k , i = 1, . . . , Nk−1; j = 1, . . . , Nk.

⊲ Down-and-out options.The down-and-out put option’s price is estimated by

P̂OB := e−rT π̂ng

10



and the price of down-and-out barrier call option is estimated by

ĈOB := e−rT π̂nf

where for both caseŝπn is defined as in(4.8) with the associated transition kernel

Ĥ ij
k = F

xi
k−1,xj

k

(L)p̂ij
k , i = 1, . . . , Nk−1; j = 1, . . . , Nk.

Remark 4.1. One numerical advantage of this algorithm is thatπ̂n does not depend on the function
f appearing in (4.5). Then, oncêπn is computed we deduce both the call and the put price approxi-
mations. On the other hand, considering Equation (4.7) one notices that as soon aŝXk−1 reaches the
barrier (for example, for the up-and-out option: there exists i0 such thatxi0

k−1 > L), then,Ĥ ij
k = 0 for

everyi ≥ i0. For numerical computation, we may take account of this factto reduce the computation
time.

4.2 Error analysis

In order to have some upper bound of the quantization error estimate ofπf we need the following
assumptions(A1) and(A2) :

(A1) The transition operatorPk(x, dy) of Xk givenXk−1, k = 1, . . . , n are Lipschitz.

Recall that a probability transitionP onR
d isC-Lipschitz (withC > 0) if for any Lipschitz function

f on R
d with ratio [f ]Lip, Pf is Lipschitz with ratio[Pf ]Lip ≤ C[f ]Lip. Then, one may define the

Lipschitz ratio[P ]Lip by

[P ]Lip = sup
{ [Pf ]Lip

[f ]Lip
, f a nonzero Lipschitz function

}
< +∞.

Then if the transition operatorsPk(x, dy), k = 1, . . . , n are Lipschitz, it follows that

[P ]Lip := max
k=1,...,n

[Pk]Lip < +∞.

(A2) It consists on the following two assumptions.

(i) For everyk = 1, . . . , n, the functionsgk(·, ·) are bounded onRd × R
d and we set

Kg := max
k=1,...,n

‖gk‖∞

(ii) For everyk = 1, . . . , n, there exist two constants[g1
k]Lip and[g2

k]Lip so that for everyx, x′, x̂, x̂′ ∈
R

d,
|gk(x, x′) − gk(x̂, x̂′)| ≤ [g1

k]Lip |x − x̂| + [g2
k]Lip |x′ − x̂′|.

Theorem 4.1. Under Assumptions(A1) and (A2) we have for every bounded Lipschitz continuous
functionf onR

d and for everyp ≥ 1,

|πnf − π̂nf | ≤
n∑

k=0

Cn
k(f, p) ‖Xk − X̂k‖p (4.10)

with
Cn

k(f, p) = (2 − δ2,p) Kk
g [uk]Lip + Kn−1

g ‖f‖∞([g1
k+1]Lip + [g2

k+1]Lip).
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Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Theorem3.1 in [15] by dropping the dependency on the
noisy observations(y1, . . . , yn) following the notations of the authors.

Now, let us come back to the construction of the quantized price process(X̂k)k=0,...,n. We show in
the next section how to construct this process after making ashort background on product functional
quantization of gaussian processes, in particular, of brownian motion.

5 Marginal functional quantization of the price process

Before dealing with the construction of the marginal functional quantization of the price process, we
make some background on functional quantization of gaussian processes.

5.1 A brief overview on functional product quantization of gaussian processes

We remind first some basic notions about optimal vector quantization. It is a process of approximating
a continuous range of values or a very large set of discrete values by a relatively small set of discrete
values. Rigorously speaking, theLr-optimal quantization problem at leveln for a R

d-valued random
vectorX lying in Lr(Ω,A, P) consists in finding the best approximation ofX by a Borel function of
X taking at mostn values. This problem can be reads as

en,r(X) = inf {‖X − X̂α‖r, α ⊂ R
d, card(α) ≤ n}

= inf
α⊂R

d

card(α)≤n

(∫

Rd

d(x, α)rdP (x)

)1/r

. (5.1)

whereX̂α =
∑

a∈α a1{X∈Ca(α)} is the quantization ofX on the gridα and(Ca(α))a∈α corresponds
to a Voronoi tessellation ofRd (with respect to a norm| · | on R

d), that is, a Borel partition ofRd

satisfying for everya ∈ α,

Ca(α) ⊂ {x ∈ R
d : |x − a| = min

b∈α
|x − b|}.

The quantityen,r(X) is called theLr-mean quantization error. This error decreases to zero at a
n−1/d-rate as the sizen of the codebookα goes to infinity. This convergence rate has been investi-
gated in [1] and [20] for absolutely continuous probabilitymeasures under the quadratic norm onR

d

and studied in great details in [8] under an arbitrary norm onR
d for absolutely continuous measures

and some singular measures. Very recently, optimal vector quantization has become a promising tool
in Numerical Probability owing to its ability to approximate either expectations or more significantly
conditional expectations from some cubature formulas. This faculty to approximate conditional ex-
pectations is the crucial property used to solve some problems emerging in finance as optimal stopping
problems (pricing and hedging American style options, see [2, 17], stochastic control problems (see
[4, 16]) for portfolio management, nonlinear filtering problems (see [15, 18] and [2] for an application
to credit risk).

A rigorous extension of optimal vector quantization to functional quantization is done in [11] where
the vector quantization problem is transposed to random variables taking values in an infinite dimen-
sional Hilbert space, in particular, to stochastic processes(Xt)t∈[0,1] viewed as random variables with
values inL2([0, 1], dt). Many others works have been done in this direction as e.g. [5]. From the
numerical point of view, it is pointed out in [17] how a Gaussian process can be quantized using
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Karhunen-Loève product quantization based on product quantization of Gaussian random variables
coming from the Karhunen-Loève expansion of the given Gaussian process. A closed formula for the
distribution of the quantization of the Gaussian process (in particular for Brownian motion) is derived
and some applications has been successfully performed in Finance, namely, in the pricing of vanilla
and Asian call options in Heston model.

To recall some basic results about functional quantizationsuppose that(H, (·|·)H ) is a separable
Hilbert space and letX : (Ω,A, P) 7→ H be square integrableH-valued random vector with distri-
butionPX defined on(H,Bor(H)) whereBor(H) stands for the Borelσ-field. Let‖ · ‖ denotes the
L2

H(Ω, P)-norm defined by‖X‖2
2 = E(|X|2H).

Let x := {x1, . . . , xn} ∈ Hn be ann-quantizer and let̂Xx be the quantization ofX on the grid
x defined previously, where the Voronoi tessellation(Ci(x))1≤i≤n induced byx satisfies for every
i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

Ci(x) ⊂ {y ∈ H : |xi − y|H = min
1≤j≤n

|xj − y|H}.

The quadratic quantization problem consists of finding an optimal quantizerx ∈ Hn (if any), means,
ann-quantizer which minimizes the quantization error‖X − X̂x‖2 overHn. From the numerical in-
tegration viewpoint, finding an optimal quantization may bea difficult problem and we are sometimes
let to find some ’good’ quantization̂Xx which is close toX in distribution, so that for every Borel
functionF : H 7→ R, we can approximateEF (X) by

EF (X̂x) =

n∑

i=1

F (xi)PX(Ci(x)). (5.2)

Then if we have access to both then-quantizerx = {x1, . . . , xn} and the distribution associated
to X̂x,

(
PX(Ci(x))

)
1≤i≤n

, the estimation ofEF (X) using Equation (5.2) is straightforward. The
induced error depends on the regularity of the functionalF and here is some error bounds. Suppose
thatX ∈ L2

H(Ω, P) and letF be a Borel functional defined onH.

1. If F is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant[F ]Lip then for everyn-quantizerx,

|EF (X) − EF (X̂x)| ≤ [F ]Lip‖X − X̂x‖2

so that if (xn)n≥1 is a sequence of quantizers satisfyinglim
n→∞

‖X − X̂xn‖2 = 0, thenX̂xn

converge in distribution toX.

2. If F is differentiable onH with anθ-Hölder differentialDF , θ ∈ (0, 1], then for every optimal
n-quantizerx,

|EF (X) − EF (X̂x)| ≤ [DF ]θ‖X − X̂x‖1+θ
2 .

Some others bound are available (we refer to [17] for more detail). Now let us say how to get some
’good’ quantizers for Gaussian processes to make sense the previous errors bounds. We consider here
a centered one-dimensionalL2

T := L2([0, T ], dt)-valued Gaussian processX satisfying

E|X|2L2
T

=

∫ T

0
E(X2

s )ds < +∞.

The processX admits the following representation in the Karhunen-Loèvebasis (see e.g. [11])

X(ω)
L2

T=
∑

k≥1

√
λkξk(ω)eX

k P(dω) − a.s. (5.3)
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where the sequence(ξk)k≥1 defined for everyk ≥ 1 by

ξk =
(X|eX

k )√
Var((X|eX

k ))
(5.4)

is a sequence ofi.i.d N (0; 1)-distributed random variables. Owing to the expansion (5.4), a natural
way to produce a functional product quantization of a Gaussian process inL2

T of size at mostN is to
use a product quantizer of the form

X̂
(dN )
t =

L∑

k=1

√
λk ξ̂x(Nk)

k eX
k (t) (5.5)

whereξ̂x(Nk)

k is an optimalNk-quantization ofξk anddN := N1×· · ·×NL ≤ N , with N1, . . . , NL ≥
2. An quadratic optimal productN -quantizers also noted̂X(dN )

t is obtained by solving the optimiza-
tion problem (see [11] for more detail):

min
{
‖X − X̂(dN )‖2, dN = N1 × · · · × NL ≤ N ;N1, . . . , NL ≥ 2;L ≥ 1

}
. (5.6)

We suppose from now on that the previous optimization problem can be solved, at least numerically,
and that the optimalL-tuple still be denoted byN1, . . . , NL. Then, numerical computation of a
Gaussian processX is possible as soon as we have numerical access to the eigensystem(eX

n , λn),
which, for the Brownian motion(Wt)t∈[0,T ], has a closed formula:

eW
k (t) :=

√
2

T
sin
(
π(k − 1/2)

t

T

)
and λk :=

( T

π(k − 1/2)

)2
, k ≥ 1.

So, the one-dimensional quadratic optimal product quantizer αN , at levelN , of the Brownian motion
(Wt)t∈[0,T ], is defined by

αN
i1,...,iL(t) =

√
2

T

L∑

k=1

T

π(k − 1/2)
sin
(
π(k − 1/2)

t

T

)
x

(Nk)
ik

, 1 ≤ ik ≤ Nk, 1 ≤ k ≤ L,

wherex(Nk) = {xNk
1 , . . . , xNk

Nk
} is the optimal quantization of theN (0; 1) of sizeNk anddN =

∏L
k=1 Nk is an optimal integer solving Problem (5.6) (with respect tothe Brownian motion). Remark

that for everyt ∈ [0, T ], the marginal quantizerαN
i1,...,iL

(t) is of sizedN . For numerics, a whole
package of productN -quantizers of the standard Brownian motion are available at www.quantize.
maths-fi.com. We move now to the construction of the quantized price process.

5.2 Marginal functional quantization and transition probabilities

Recall that the continuous Euler price process evolves following the SDE

dXt = b(Xt)dt + σ(Xt)dWt, X0 = x. (5.7)

Let (αN )N≥1, with for everyN ≥ 1, αN (t) = {αN
1 (t), . . . , αN

dN
(t)}, be a sequence of optimal

productN -quantizers of the Brownian motion and let

Ŵ
(dN )
t =

dN∑

m=1

αN
m(t)1{Wt∈Cm(αN (t))}, t ∈ [0, T ],
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be the marginal functional quantization of the Brownian motion. It is known that the sequence
(αN )N≥1 is rate-optimal, means,

‖W − Ŵ αN ‖2 = O
(
(log N)−1/2

)
.

Consider the sequencexN = (xN
m)m=1,...,dN

, N ≥ 1 of solutions of the ODE’s

xN
m(t) = x +

∫ t

0

[
b(xN

m(s)) − 1

2
σσ′(xN

m(s))
]
ds +

∫ t

0
σ(xN

m(s))dαN
m(s), m = 1, . . . , dN (5.8)

t = tk if t ∈ [tk, tk+1), k = 0, . . . , n − 1, and define the marginal functional quantization ofX̄t over
the gridxN (t) = {xN

1 (t), . . . , xN
dN

(t)} by

X̂N
t =

dN∑

m=1

xN
m(t)1{X̄t∈Cm(xN (t))}, (5.9)

so that Equation (5.8) can be written as

X̂N
t = x +

∫ t

0

[
b(X̂N

s ) − 1

2
σσ′(X̂N

s )
]
ds +

∫ t

0
σ(X̂N

s )dŴ (dN )
s .

Recall that the process(X̄tk ) is a Markov chain. Then, since by constructionσ(X̄tk , k = 0, . . . , n) =

σ(X̂N
tk

, k = 0, . . . , n), the discrete process(X̂N
tk

)k=0,...,n is a Markov chain. On the other hand,
since the additional term12σσ′ appears in the ODE (this correction term can be dropped by consid-
ering the stochastic integral in (5.7) in the sense of Stratonovich integral forLp

L2
T

(Ω, P) convergence

investigation tools, see [11]), we must make the supplementary assumption thatσ is continuously
differentiable with bounded derivative to guaranty the existence and the uniqueness of the solution.
Now, given the quantization process(X̂N ), to complete the estimation of the price of barrier options
following the introduced algorithm in Section 4.1, it suffice to compute the transition probabilities
appearing in (4.6). Notice that all our gridsxN (tk) are of sizedN = N1 × . . . NL. To define cor-
rectly the Voronoi cell associated to the gridsxN (tk) we will consider that for every time steptk,
xN (tk) = {xN

1 (tk), . . . , x
N
dN

(tk)} is a descendent ordered set. The computation of the transition
probabilities will be made differently according to the following two situations.

⊲ The cumulative distribution functionF (·;x) of the conditional law ofXt givenXs = x is known
for everys ≤ t. For example, this is the case in the Black Scholes model whereF (·;x) is the
cumulative distribution function of the lognormal distribution. In this case, since following Equation
(5.9),σ(X̄tk , k = 0, . . . , n) = σ(X̂N

tk
, k = 0, . . . , n), the probabilities are estimated by

p̂ij
k ≈ F

(
xN

j+(tk);x
N
i (tk−1)

)
− F

(
xN

j−(tk);x
N
i (tk−1)

)
, (5.10)

with for everyk = 0, . . . , n − 1,





xN
j+(tk) :=

xN
j (tk)+xN

j+1(tk)

2 ; xN
j−(tk) :=

xN
j (tk)+xN

j−1(tk)

2 ; j = 1, . . . , dN − 1;

xN
1−(tk) = 0; xN

d+
N

(tk) = +∞.

In fact, we have for everyk = 0, . . . , n − 1,

p̂ij
k = P

(
X̄k ∈ C(xN (tk))

∣∣X̄k−1 ∈ C(xN (tk−1))
)

≈ P
(
Xk+1 ∈ Cj(x

N (tk))
∣∣Xk−1 ∈ Ci(x

N (tk−1))
)

= P
(
Xk ≤ xN

j+(tk)
∣∣Xk−1 ∈ Ci(x

N (tk−1))
)
− P

(
Xk ≤ xN

j−(tk)
∣∣Xk−1 ∈ Ci(x

N (tk−1))
)
.
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Afterward, we have for everyz ≥ 0,

P
(
Xk ≤ z|Xk−1 ∈ Ci(x

N (tk−1))
)

=
P
(
Xk ≤ z;Xk−1 ∈ Ci(x

N (tk−1))
)

P
(
Xk−1 ∈ Ci(xN (tk−1))

) ,

and considering the numerator in the right hand side of the previous equation we have

P
(
Xk ≤ z;Xk−1 ∈ Ci(x

N (tk−1))
)
=

∫ z

−∞

(∫

Ci(xN (tk−1))
P (Xk ∈ dx|Xk−1 = y)dPXk−1

(y)

)
dx

=

∫

Ci(xN (tk−1))
F (z; y)dPXk−1

(y) (5.11)

≈F (z;xN
i (tk−1))P

(
Xk−1 ∈ Ci(x

N (tk−1))
)
.

The last quantity is the approximation of the right hand sideof (5.11) by optimal quantization with one
grid’s point, considering that{xN

i (tk−1)} is the quantizer of size one of the random variableX̄tk−1

over the Voronoi cellCi((x
N (tk−1)).

⊲ The cumulative distribution functionF (·, x) of the conditional law ofXt givenXs = x is unknown.
In this case, considering the (discrete) Euler Scheme of theprice process (see (2.2)) we estimateF by
the cumulative distribution functioñF of theN (mk;σ

2
k) with

mk = X̂k−1 + b
(
tk, X̂k−1

)T
n

; σ2
k = σ2

(
tk, X̂k−1

)T
n

,

so that for everyi, j = 1, . . . , dN ,

p̂ij
k ≈ F̃

(
xN

j+(tk);x
N
i (tk−1)

)
− F̃

(
xN

j−(tk);x
N
i (tk−1)

)
(5.12)

where thexN
j+(tk) andxN

j−(tk) are defined as previously.
Notice that since the error bound of the filter estimate in (4.10) involves the marginal quantization

error: ‖X̄tk − X̂N
tk
‖2, one must deduce this error from the above construction. We know that the

sequence of non-Voronoi quantization(X̃xN
)N≥1 defined for everyN ≥ 1 by

X̃xN

t =

dN∑

m=1

xN
m(t)1{W∈Cm(αN )}

is rate-optimal inLp
L2

T

(Ω, P) for p ∈ [1, 2): ‖|X − X̃xN |L2
T
‖p = O

(
(log N)−1/2

)
(see [12]). One

theoretical challenge will be to compute the convergence rate for the marginal functional quantization
error.

6 Numerical illustration

We deal with numerical experiments by considering an Up-and-out call option in the Black-Scholes
model and a local volatility model already considered in [10] and called pseudo CEV model. Recall
that in the Black-Scholes framework the stock price process(Xt) is modeled by the following SDE
(under the risk neutral probabilitỹP)

dXt = rXtdt + σXtdWt, X0 = x0 (6.1)
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wherer is the interest rate,σ the volatility andW a brownian motion under̃P. For the pseudo CEV
model, the dynamics of the stock price process is ruled by thefollowing SDE (under the risk neutral
probability)

dXt = rXtdt + ϑXδ
t

Xt√
1 + X2

t

dWt, X0 = x0 (6.2)

for someδ ∈ (0, 1) andϑ ∈ (0, ϑ], ϑ > 0. The parameterr still be the interest rate andσ(x) :=

ϑ xδ√
1+x2

corresponds to the local volatility function. We notice that for a fixedδ ∈ (0, 1), if the initial
value of the stock processX0 is large enough then the pseudo CEV model is very close to the CEV
model

dX ′
t = X ′

t(rdt + ϑ(X ′
t)

δ−1dWt).

In particular, for numerical tests we will consider thatϑ ≈ σX1−δ
0 whereσ denotes the regular

volatility. The only "aim of the really" rough calibration is just to deal with reasonable values to
obtain prices close to those given by the Black-Scholes model. For all the experiments we set the
interest rater equal to0.15. The maturity is set toT = 1, the initial value of the stock process
x0 = 100 andδ = 0.5 (in the local volatility model). For numerics, the solutionof the ODE given
in (5.8) is approximated by a sixth order Runge-Kutta schemeand marginal quantizations are of size
dN = 966 (corresponding to the optimal decompositionN1 = 23, N2 = 7, N3 = 3, N4 = 2, for the
problem (5.6), see [17]).

In the Black-Scholes model we compare the prices computed from the quantization of the contin-
uous Euler process using (5.8) and (5.9) (which prices are referred by QEP prices) with the regular
Brownian Bridge method (RBB prices), given the true prices obtained from a semi-closed formula
available in [3]. The regular Brownian Bridge (RBB) method is some efficient method to compute
expressions like

Ef(X̄T , sup
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t) or Ef(X̄T , inf
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t),

based on Proposition3.1 and consisting (for example for the estimation ofEf(X̄T , supt∈[0,T ] X̄t)) in
the following steps :

SetSf = 0.
for m = 1 to M

• Simulate a path of the discrete time Euler scheme(X̄(m)) and setxk = X̄
(m)
tk

, k = 0, . . . , n.

• SimulateΓ(m) := max
0≤k≤n

(Gxk ,xk+1
)−1(U

(m)
k ), where(U (m)

k )1≤k≤n are iid withU([0, 1])-distribution.

• computef(X̄
(m)
T ,Γ(m)).

• ComputeSf
m := f(X̄

(m)
T ,Γ(m)) + Sf

m−1.

end. (m)

with

(Gx,y)
−1(1 − u) =

1

2

(
x + y +

√
(x − y)2 − 2Tσ2(x) log(u)/n

)
, u ∈ (0, 1).

Then for large enoughM ,

Ef(X̄T , sup
t∈[0,T ]

X̄t) ≈
Sf

M

M
.
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The numerical results are depicted in Table 2 and Table 3 for varying values of the barrierL and the
volatility σ. The numberM of Monte Carlo simulations is set to106. For the quantization methods,
the computation times (QEP c.t.) varies from0 to 3 seconds whenn = 10 and, from1 to 6 seconds
whenn = 20, increasing with the barrier as pointed out in Remark 4.7. However, for the RBB,
the computation time is of2 seconds whenn = 10 and of5 seconds whenn = 20. The obtained
results show that the quantization method may sometimes be competitive with respect to the regular
Brownian Bridge method, specially for small number of time discretization stepsn.

σ = 0.07,n = 10

L True prices RBB prices RBB var. QEP prices QEP c. t.
105 0.034 0.035 0.086 0.035 <1s
110 00.59 00.60 2.942 00.59 1s
115 02.58 02.62 15.80 02.59 2s
120 06.01 06.11 33.54 06.03 2s
125 09.58 09.89 41.76 09.60 2s
130 12.07 12.13 43.09 12.08 3s

Table 1: Up-and-out Call prices from the quantization method (QEP prices) and the regular brownian bridge
method (RBB prices) in the Black-Scholes model forr = 0.15, σ = 0.07, dN = 966, T = 1, K = 100,
X0 = 100, n = 10 and for varying values of the barrierL. QEP c.t. is the quantization method computation
time.

σ = 0.07,n = 20

L True prices RBB prices RBB var. QEP prices QEP c. t.
105 0.034 0.035 0.086 0.034 1s
110 00.59 00.60 2.942 00.59 3s
115 02.58 02.59 15.80 02.59 4s
120 06.01 06.05 33.54 06.02 4s
125 09.58 09.64 41.76 09.59 5s
130 12.07 12.10 43.09 12.08 6s

Table 2: Up-and-out Call prices from the quantization method (QEP prices) and the regular brownian bridge
method (RBB prices) in the Black-Scholes model forr = 0.15, σ = 0.07, dN = 966, T = 1, K = 100,
X0 = 100, n = 20 and for varying values of the barrierL.

For the local volatility model we compare the QEP prices withthe prices obtained from regular
Brownian bridge method. Numerical results are depicted in Tables 4 and 5 for different volatilities
and for different values of the barrier. Our reference prices are computed from the regular Brownian
bridge method with107 Monte Carlo simulations and100 times discretization steps. We remark that
the quantization method is competitive (because it is faster with the same precision) with respect to
the regular Brownian bridge method when the barrier is closed to X0. But, the QEP prices become
less precise when the volatility and the barrier increase (for example whenσ = 1.0 andL = 130,
where the absolute error is of2% with respect to RBB method). This might be due to the additional
error coming from the estimation of the transition probabilities by formula (5.12) since the conditional
law is not known.

Notice that, since we have used sixth order Runge-Kutta scheme to approximate solutions of the
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σ = 0.1,n = 20

L True prices RBB prices RBB var. QEP prices
105 0.029 0.029 0.067 0.029
110 00.42 00.43 1.933 00.42
115 01.70 01.72 10.46 01.71
120 03.95 03.98 26.42 03.97
125 06.70 06.76 43.82 06.72
130 09.31 09.38 57.19 09.34

Table 3: Up-and-out Call prices from the quantization method (QEP prices) and the regular brownian bridge
method (RBB prices) in the Black-Scholes model forr = 0.15, σ = 0.1, dN = 966, T = 1, K = 100,
X0 = 100, n = 20, and for varying values of the barrierL.

ϑ = 0.7,n = 20

L Ref. Price RBB price RBB var. QEP price QEP c. t.
105 0.034 0.034 0.085 0.034 2s
106 0.074 0.074 0.222 0.074 2s
107 00.14 00.14 0.496 00.14 2s
110 00.59 00.59 2.949 00.59 3s
111 00.86 00.86 4.636 00.86 4s
112 01.20 01.20 6.841 01.20 4s
115 02.64 02.66 16.34 02.66 5s
120 06.25 06.29 34.47 06.30 6s
125 09.98 10.00 41.73 10.02 7s
130 12.44 12.45 41.65 12.46 8s

Table 4: Up-and-out Call prices from RBB and QEP methods in the local volatility model. Model parameters:
r = 0.15, δ = 0.5, ϑ = 0.07, dN = 966, T = 1, K = 100, X0 = 100 and for varying values of the barrierL.

ϑ = 1.0,n = 20

L Ref. Price RBB price RBB var. QEP price
105 0.029 0.029 0.067 0.029
106 00.06 00.06 0.165 00.06
107 00.11 00.11 0.165 00.11
110 00.43 00.43 1.966 00.43
111 00.61 00.61 3.022 00.61
112 00.83 00.84 4.423 00.84
115 01.77 01.77 10.89 01.78
120 04.16 04.20 27.81 04.20
125 07.11 07.14 45.41 07.17
130 09.87 09.90 58.17 09.92

Table 5: Up-and-out Call prices from RBB and QEP methods in the local volatility model for r = 0.15,
δ = 0.5, ϑ = 0.1, dN = 966, T = 1, K = 100, X0 = 100 and for varying values of the barrierL.
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ODE (5.8), there is no hope to improve of price approximations for quantization method by increasing
the numbern of discretization steps, so that the RBB method will become more competitive when
increasingn. To improve the estimations for quantization method we mustincrease the size ofdN .
But, this will increase the computation time and the method will become less faster than the RBB one.
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